USA, UK, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Kenya, Nigeria, Nepal.

We dream of a world in which highest quality of
healthcare is made available to all.

Research, Evolution,
Excellence, Quality.

These are the values with which we have grown.
And this is exactly how we wish to continue.

Our Vision

Creating innovation is a reality that looks to the future and therefore in
the mark of innovation and constant improvement of the quality of its
products and service.
Designing and devoloping products of international excellence
The products guarantee of excellence is what makes a company
with an eye for detail and perfection. This is the only way to achieve
the innovation that for us means never feeling like we’ve actually “got
there”.
Constantly increasing the quality of our products and services.
Our strategy is based on expansion of a range of products that is
perfectly in line with production standards.

Our Mission

Company Profile
The idea of providing the benefits of modern
healthcare to the mankind at affordable price.
Today it has grown into one of the most dynamically
versatile Manufacturers exporters and traders of
medical and surgical products globally with more the
100 different products. Working with our customers,
we identify solutions that provide the best possible
results for both physicians and patients.
We are the wholesale and leading suppliers to many
government and non government organisations and
industries.
Our company deals in 4 major areas
1. Generic medicines
2. Generic injectables
3. Medical Disposables and consumables
4. Healthcare Machines

Highly trained & experienced personnel
The biggest asset is its committed, well trained and
technically competent manpower. Knowledge and
Skill is being enhanced by imparting regular training to
improve process capabilities and consistency in quality
of products.
The core team is highly qualified, experienced and
motivated which provides guidance and support.
The Company is committed to offer highest quality
products and selling its product in USA, UK, UAE,
Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Kenya, Nigeria, Nepal.
Human Care Medical and Surgical supplies strives
hard to establish new standards with new products
and win new customers around the world with
professionalism, reputation and high quality standards.

gloves

Latex examination gloves
Powdered or powder free ,
ambidextrous design
High quality latex rubber
Beaded cuff

Disposable Face Mask

A - 2 Ply :. (Green / Blue / White)
Per Carton 7500 pcs.
B - 3 Ply :. (Green / Blue / White)
Per Carton 6000 pcs.

Disposable Bouffant Cap

A - 18” : (White) Per Carton

5000 pcs.

B - 18” : (Colour) Per Carton

5000 pcs.

A - 21” : (White) Per Carton

5000 pcs

B - 21”: (Colour) Per Carton

5000 pcs

P.E Shoe Cover

Medical & Surgical Supplies L.L.C.
 info@humanheal.com
founder@humanheal.com
 +971 4 3493710
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